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Float Collection 
Pendant

The sleek and sophisticated Float is reminiscent of Hollywood 
glamour from yesteryear. 

Float’s elongated proportions, striking coloured glass and 
sweeping brass stem reflect a sense of luxurious refinement, 
while its simplicity of form adds a modern touch to the design. 
The balance of classic and contemporary influences, result in a 
graceful grandeur accentuated in the soaring cylindrical shade.  

Float shades are removable for easy cleaning.

Float available in wall sconce and pendant.

Lead time 
8 weeks

Light source 
240V, E14 small fancy round 
(35W)

Dimensions 
Rod
Length 750mm
(Variations to rod length can 
be specified at time of order 
placement)

Shade
Height 550mm 
Diameter 120mm

Fitting finishes 
Brass

Shade combinations 
Snow (frosted white glass)
Drunken emerald (emerald 
green glass)
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Float Collection 
Pendant

The sleek and sophisticated Float is reminiscent of Hollywood 
glamour from yesteryear. 

Float’s elongated proportions, striking coloured glass and 
sweeping brass stem reflect a sense of luxurious refinement, 
while its simplicity of form adds a modern touch to the design. 
The balance of classic and contemporary influences, result in a 
graceful grandeur accentuated in the soaring cylindrical shade.  

Float shades are removable for easy cleaning.

Float available in wall sconce and pendant.
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Lead time 
8 weeks

Light source 
240V, E14 small fancy round 
(35W)

Dimensions 
Rod
Length 750mm
(Variations to rod length can 
be specified at time of order 
placement)

Shade
Height 550mm 
Diameter 120mm

Fitting finishes 
Brass

Shade combinations 
Snow (frosted white glass)
Drunken emerald (emerald 
green glass)
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Float Collection 
Wall Sconce

The sleek and sophisticated Float is reminiscent of Hollywood 
glamour from yesteryear. 

Float’s elongated proportions, striking coloured glass and 
sweeping brass stem reflect a sense of luxurious refinement, 
while its simplicity of form adds a modern touch to the design. 
The balance of classic and contemporary influences, result in a 
graceful grandeur accentuated in the soaring cylindrical shade.  

Float shades are removable for easy cleaning.

Float available in wall sconce and pendant.

Lead time 
8 weeks

Light source 
240V, E14 Small fancy round 
(35W)

Dimensions 
Overall
Height 938mm
Out from wall 196mm
Distance between screw luggs 
469mm

Shade
Height 550mm
Diameter 120mm

Fitting finishes 
Brass

Shade combinations 
Snow (frosted white glass)
Drunken emerald (emerald 
green glass)
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Float Collection 
Wall Sconce

The sleek and sophisticated Float is reminiscent of Hollywood 
glamour from yesteryear. 

Float’s elongated proportions, striking coloured glass and 
sweeping brass stem reflect a sense of luxurious refinement, 
while its simplicity of form adds a modern touch to the design. 
The balance of classic and contemporary influences, result in a 
graceful grandeur accentuated in the soaring cylindrical shade.  

Float shades are removable for easy cleaning.

Float available in wall sconce and pendant.
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Lead time 
8 weeks

Light source 
240V, E14 Small fancy round 
(35W)

Dimensions 
Overall
Height 938mm
Out from wall 196mm
Distance between screw luggs 
469mm

Shade
Height 550mm
Diameter 120mm

Fitting finishes 
Brass

Shade combinations 
Snow (frosted white glass)
Drunken emerald (emerald 
green glass)


